
Why is Double Eyelid Surgery Gaining Popularity as an
Aesthetic Treatment?

Double eyelid surgery or commonly known as the Asian eyelid surgery is a 
specialized surgery that creates a distinct break in the upper eyelid. The main 
objective of undergoing this surgery is to enhance the features of the eyes by 
improving the eyelid contour which extensively complements the natural facial 
features of a person.

In distinct races like Asians and Mongoloids, it is common to have a double fold 
or no fold on the eyelids. As there are many variations of eyelid skin texture and
type among different people around the world, everyone may not have this 
distinct contour on the eyelids. Though in most cases, a double eyelid surgery is
an aesthetic preference amongst men and women, but there are also certain 
cases in which eyelids without any fold result in droopy eyes that lead to 
discomfort or poor vision syndrome.

What is the procedure?

In order to create a well-defined upper eyelid fold, skilled surgeons create a low 
crease on the eyelids following the techniques of a double eyelid surgery. This 
particular procedure calls for an intensive care and detailed knowledge of 
aesthetics with extensive years of experience in proficiently performing the 
surgery.

The following steps are involved in the procedure:

● Creating the crease with minute incision 
● Removing a small amount of platform skin
● Carefully tensioning the skin and muscle

In the end, most of the eyelid's appearance remains unchanged, aside from the 
addition of the upper eyelid fold, which improves the appearance to a great 



extent giving prominent features to the eyes.

Is it really a good and safe idea?

Experts suggest that double eyelid surgeries are safe and in maximum cases 
have no side effects. It further adds a distinct definition to the eyes and corrects
or creates the perfect contours. The precise placement of the fold during the 
surgery is crucial in obtaining a natural and beautiful look. The fold is placed 
precisely and in a symmetrical order on each eyelid, and expert surgeons 
preserve as much of the natural eyelids as possible.

What are the risks involved?

In most cases there are no risks involved, but when a non-specialist or 
inexperienced surgeon conducts this surgery, the results may be disappointing. 
For a natural look, one needs to handpick a highly experienced surgeon who has
an ample amount of experience and understands the details of this surgery. An 
expert surgeon is capable of differentiating among eyelid skin textures and 
types and then he or she performs a surgery keeping in mind these details.

 

In extreme cases, the risks involved after surgery include:

• Whiteheads after removal of sutures
• Swelling at the eyelid corners
• Some may experience a difficulty keeping eyes closed
• Scarring
• Infection
• Tearing
• Dryness
• Reaction to anesthetics

(Double Eyelid Surgery)  

Point Of Advice

Leslie Kuek Plastic Surgery Clinic is one of the most noted and well-acclaimed 
treatment centers for double eyelid surgeries in Singapore. Experienced 



surgeons have extensive expertise and have carried out hundreds of successful 
surgeries. The latest techniques and medical technologies at this aesthetic 
health clinic helps patients get desirable results at affordable fees. 

Conclusion:

Double eyelid surgery helps in reviving a whole new look and personality along 
with distinct contours to the eyes. Apart from being aesthetically superior, this 
surgery also cures and corrects physical defects like droopy or saggy eyelids 
which affects the vision.
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